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LET’S BEGIN 

 

Weather changes all the time 

                    Weather is a term that describes the condition of the atmosphere in term of rain, 

sunshine, wind and clouds. 

Weather is not the same all the time. Weather  

changes almost every day and may even  

change during the course of the day. It may rain 

for an hour in the morning and then become 

sunny and clear after that. When it is sunny  

outside, the sun is up and the weather is warm. 

Weather can be windy, rainy, cloudy or humid. 

When it is cloudy, it is full of clouds that you cannot see the sun. When there is lot of wind 

outside, the weather is windy. 

If the water vapour in air increases, weather is humid. 

If there is a lot of rain, weather is rainy. 

 

Sub-topic:  1) Weather changes all the time 

                  2) How do we feel in different  

                      weather conditions       
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How do we feel in different weather conditions 

   HUMID DAY 

             We feel hot and we sweat a lot. Those places  

which are close to the sea have a humid climate.  

  

   CLOUDY DAY 

              Weather becomes cool, if dark clouds bring rain.  

We carry umbrella in a rainy day. 

 

 

 

      WINDY DAY 

              On a windy day, a dust flies all around. If it is a hot 

 windy day, the weather remains same but if it is a cold 

 windy day, the weather turns cold. 

 

 

      SUNNY DAY 

                 Sunny days are hot. Noon is the hottest part of 

the sunny day when the sun is overhead. 

               
Do you know: The weather conditions 

prevailing in an area in general or over 

a long period called climate. 


